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 Genre: Action, Drama, Historical, Horror, Language: No Subtitles. "One’s sacred duty is to terrorize the enemy". "Make no distinction between friend and foe." "Our lives belong to God, and are not our own." A Warning Policewala Gunda tells the story of a family of Muslim insurgents in the 1920s that wages a guerilla war against the British colonial rulers. This epic martial arts movie features Ray
Liotta as the brave leader of the group, Karim the only son and the overall star of the movie. Along with him, we have Adel Imam, who plays the role of Karim's father, Badshah Khan. Summary In the 1920s British colonials wants to put an end to Muslim insurgents in the Middle East. The insurgency continues though. The British are determined to end the insurgency by any means necessary.

However the question remains on how to end the conflict. The British authorities decide to capture a local Muslim leader who is a close relative of the insurgent group. "A Warning" is the story of the insurgency. Badshah Khan, Karim, the leader of the Muslim Insurgents, is out for a revenge. As he says "there is no going back. There is no going back" The British may have brought justice, but they'll
have to pay a price. The Muslims are on the move to take revenge. A battle starts between the British and the Muslim Insurgents in a jungle, while the locals help the Muslim Insurgents out of necessity. When the British captures Badshah Khan and his people, a battle starts between the Muslim and the British. The Muslim Insurgents are caught in the middle of the battle. The Muslim Insurgents are

forced to retaliate. The Muslim Insurgents plan to fight the British in order to save their honor, for which the Muslims are willing to die. "A Warning" is an epic war movie which has been shot on location in Nepal. Story The movie opens on a local village where the local chief and the locals are unsure of what to do as they see the troops with the head of the group Badshah Khan (Adel Imam) entering
their village. The villagers are told by the chief that Badshah Khan is the one who is 82157476af
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